The aim of this work is to simulate rareÿed gas ow in complex geometries, under ow conditions that range from the hydrodynamic, through the transitional, to the molecular regimes. Existing computational models apply to molecular or viscous ow, but the treatment of the transitional ow is still underdeveloped.
Introduction
The present work was motivated by a particular request from the vacuum industry concerning the design of vacuum components. The objective is to formulate numerical methods that can be used to simulate a range of gas ows at low density, in particular the so-called transitional ow. The ultimate aim is to be able to use the method in the optimisation of the design of vacuum pumps.
In general, we are interested in all the variables that deÿne the ow, pressure, velocity distribution and temperature. In many applications, the gas velocities involved are comparatively small and the Mach numbers low enough to allow for the assumption of incompressibility. The gas density is such that the ow varies from viscous to molecular.
The degree of rarefaction of a gas can be expressed through the adimensional Knudsen number: a ratio between the mean free path, which is the mean length that a particle travels without collision, and a characteristic geometrical length of the containing region.
The Knudsen number distinguishes the ow regimes in the following way:
←− viscous molecular−→ 0.01← slip ow→ 0.1 ←transitional→10← nearly free molecular→ 100
Although there have been recent advances in designing numerical schemes able to treat the whole range from continuous to molecular ow (see, for example, [7] ), they are for the time being only applicable to the Euler equation (inviscid, incompressible ow) at the continuous end of the spectrum, and therefore of no use for the applications considered in this work. It is necessary then to solve the di erent ow regimes separately with di erent methods, trying to obtain overlap if possible together with smoothness between the regions.
In uid dynamics the most common calculations are of liquids or gases at or above atmospheric pressures. There are a variety of well-studied numerical methods for these cases based on the Navier-Stokes equations. The molecular ow of gases is also well understood and is usually treated using the Boltzman equation for Kn up to 10, or Monte Carlo type of methods for values larger than 100. Looking at the bibliography, there are only practical algorithms for 10 ¡Kn ¡100 (low transitional range), whereas the 0:1 ¡ Kn ¡10 range is still underdeveloped.
Based on the kinetic theory of gases, a three-dimensional probabilistic model of the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) type was devised for the molecular and lower transitional ow, with rectangular components and a combination of moving and static boundaries. The model was extensively tested for di erent geometries and ow conditions and used in the calculation of transmission probabilities, mass ow and the design of molecular drag pumps.
Monte Carlo models cease to be computationally viable for high transitional and viscous ows. For the representation of these regimes the Navier-Stokes equations were used. In order to obtain a smooth transition in the ow description between the molecular and low transitional ow (probabilistic simulation), and the high transitional and viscous ow (deterministic description), particle methods were used.
Since it is of particular interest to apply the model to the simulation of a mixture of gases, these techniques o er the advantage of allowing for the natural representation of molecules with di erent properties. The numerical di culties were treated using implicit schemes.
When the gas velocities are comparatively small, it is possible to assume that the ow is incompressible. These equations are usually more di cult to resolve numerically. As one is interested in the stationary solution, it is possible to use the pseudocompressible approach. Kreiss and Lorenz studied the analytic behaviour of this approximation. There are no previous references to the use of particle methods but preliminary results seem to indicate that this technique is viable. Nevertheless, before trying more experiments, a detailed analysis of the observed instabilities has to be done.
Probabilistic model
A microscopic model of a gas recognises its structure as constituted by atoms or molecules distributed in a given volume. Each particle has a mass and a thermal velocity, and therefore momentum and kinetic energy. The particles interact with each other and any solid boundaries. The kinetic theory of gases is the statistical theory of the dynamics of this mechanical system, under the assumption that the classical laws of mechanics can be applied.
A complete treatment of a ow from the molecular viewpoint is too complicated, but a simpliÿed version, under some simple physical hypothesis, can be used to describe molecular and low transitional ow quite accurately. Details can be found, for example, in [1, 3-5, 10, 16] .
The two basic steps needed for the statistical description of a gas are • Deÿnition of the molecular distribution function and • Derivation of the transport equation. The molecular description of a uid ow is deÿned by the molecular distribution function f(r; C; t), that gives the probable total number of particles at position r, with velocity C, at time t, per unit spatial volume, per unit velocity interval. The macroscopic ÿeld variables such as density, velocity, etc., can be determined from the distribution function.
The equation of variation establishes a relationship between the rate of change of probable number of particles in any volume and the convective ux around the edges, in addition to the internal source resulting from interactions between molecules.
The so-called Boltzman equation is a nonlinear integro-di erential equation that is particularly di cult to solve, especially if the particles have appreciable interaction with each other or with an external ow ÿeld. See, for example, [3] .
There is a di erent approach that avoids these di culties, namely a direct modelling of the dynamics of the molecules. In the direct Monte Carlo simulation method (DSMC), a statistically representative set of simultaneous particle histories is generated to obtain a good approximation to the distribution function.
For the intermolecular collisions the following assumptions are made: • molecular chaos, meaning statistically independent pre-collision velocities of the molecules, • binary and elastic collisions, • hard sphere model, i.e., intermolecular forces become e ective at molecular diameter distance only and the de ection angle depends only on the eccentricity of the impact. The wall collision dynamics are based on an assumption of Lorentz (see [13] ), that the solid walls are a "molecularly rough" and therefore perfect di users. The molecules striking the wall are adsorbed there for a time (residence time), and on leaving the wall have forgotten the incident direction and velocities.
The computational model was designed for simulation of the time-dependent ows in a physical space with static and moving boundaries. The time and space discretions are deÿned such that • Time intervals are chosen smaller than the mean collision time to enable the uncoupling of the molecular motion from the intermolecular collisions and the assumption of successive equilibrium states.
• Space is subdivided into a cell structure in order to group neighbouring molecules for intermolecular collisions. Space is covered by a set of points acting as identiÿers of cell elements. Each point has an associated norm. The shapes of the cells vary with the norm, from simple cubic with the maximum norm, to ellipsoids when using modiÿed Euclidean norms. The cell shape and size can be adapted to more complicated geometries and regions of large gradients. The collisions appropriate to the time interval were simulated using two procedures: • The time spent between collisions is assumed to be proportional to the square of the number of particles in the cell and a ÿxed number of collisions are generated.
• The time spent between collisions is assumed to be a random exponential number with the mean equal to the calculated mean free path for the cell. Thus, the number of collisions is randomly distributed according to a Poisson distribution.
The following simulation experiments were tried with the model (see [17] ): • Molecular ow. Transmission probabilities, deÿned as the ratio of the number of transmitted molecules to the number of molecules that enter the system, are calculated for di erent tube shapes and compared to experimental results. The agreement was better than 5%.
• Transitional ow. Estimated transmission probabilities as a function of the inverse of the Knudsen number for a rectangular cross section tube. For comparison, the empirical formula stated in [18] was used. The results of the simulation in the transitional range agreed within 13% (Fig. 1) . The bars correspond to a 95% C.I. of the estimator. The straight line is a ÿt to the data not including the last two points of the transitional ow that are close to the continuos ow range.
• A simpliÿed element of a Gaede [8] type pump was modelled in order to test the program for moving boundaries. The operating principle of this molecular pump is that a moving wall imparts momentum on molecules hitting it and therefore exhibits a pumping action. The pumping speed in Gaede was taken for comparison. It agreed in 10%. This result demonstrates the potential use of the model in predicting the performance of molecular pumps.
Deterministic model
In the range from viscous to high transitional ow, the gas will be treated as a continuum and the Navier-Stokes equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy will be used to calculate the ÿeld variables. The usual range of application of the gas dynamical methods is for Kn ¡ 0:01 (viscous ow). The aim is to extend the schemes as far as possible into the transitional range, i.e., for values 0:01 ¡Kn¡ 1. For larger values of Kn one cannot really speak of a gas continuum and so other approaches are used (see [1] ).
In the particular application that is of interest in this work, the ow is laminar with Reynolds number Re; Re ¡100. As a further simpliÿcation the ow will be considered isentropic. We are interested in the steady-state solution.
In two space dimensions, the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to the momentum equations:
the continuity condition
and the equation of state
where u is the velocity, the density, p the pressure and ; are material constants. For the numerical solution of Eqs. (1)-(3), a particle method was chosen. The reasons are twofold. One is that it is a more natural transition from a probabilistic Monte Carlo particle histories simulation. Another reason is that it tries to model the physical process through a ÿnite number of particles rather than solve the di erential equations. Therefore, it is particularly useful in following the histories of di erent interacting material regions, simultaneously allowing for the representation of gas mixtures.
A modiÿed particle-in-cell (PIC) method was developed. Harlow [9] introduced the ÿrst of the now well-established particle methods (see, for example, [14] ).
The integration domain is subdivided into a rectangular cell grid. In addition, the ow is simulated by a ÿnite number of particles (as few as six particles/cell on the average), their locations and velocities being traced as they move through the computational mesh. Each macromolecule has an associated mass and momentum. Cell properties such as pressure and velocities are calculated, based on the particles in the cell.
At each time level there are two steps: an Eulerian and a Lagrangian step. In the Eulerian part all uid motion and transport e ects are neglected. Pressure is a known function either from initial conditions or a previous Lagrangian step. The momentum equations are therefore linear equations in u and v only. These are solved by an ADI di erence scheme. The resulting tentative velocity values are transferred to the particles by interpolation.
In the Lagrangian step the ow is simulated by the actual movement of the particles, with their associated individual velocities and from their particular positions. If a particle moves across a cell boundary it contributes its mass and momentum to the respective values in the new host cell. With these values, new cell pressures and velocities are calculated.
Momentary crowding or depletion of particles in the cells will occur, producing random high-frequency oscillation of cell properties. This models the molecular behaviour of the gases, but with very few computational molecules.
Nevertheless, there are limitations in the applicability of a PIC method, the most important being that no part of the ow must be far subsonic. At low velocities, numerical oscillations occur that cannot be observed even when using an unstable method to solve the di erential equations, as Harlow [9] did in the original program.
These oscillations are apparently damped in high-speed regions due to the dissipative action of an artiÿcial viscosity term. A recent careful analysis ( [2] ) indicates that it is necessary to ÿnd another explanation for the numerical instability because for high velocities it disappears, even when applying methods where the artiÿcial viscosity can be controlled, making it negligible.
A survey of the literature (cf. also [14] ), suggests the following solutions: • Use of implicit schemes for the solution of the di erential equations.
• Use of high-order interpolation for the information transmission between the cells and the particles. The implicit schemes that were used in ADI were Crank-Nicholson and implicit Euler. They are unconditionally stable for the Cauchy or the periodic boundary conditions problem. In both cases all nonzero frequencies are damped, although the damping is larger for the Euler method.
The accuracy is O( t; x 2 ) for Euler and O( t 2 ; x 2 ) for Crank-Nicholson. The solution of the linear systems involves the same tridiagonal structured coe cient matrices for both methods.
Another possibility to be considered is the use of high-order interpolation. In Brackbill [2] a relation is shown between the Mach number and the interpolation order needed for stability while using Crank-Nicholson.
• Using NGP (nearest grid point interpolation), Ma¿1.
• For linear interpolation (area weighting), Ma ¿ 0:4.
• For quadratic interpolation (TSC), Ma ¿ 0:2. At the moment, the interpolation used in the algorithm is linear. Given the Mach numbers involved in some of the applications, this aspect is worth considering. Possible interpolation techniques that should be studied are those described by Pereyra and Scherer [15] .
In the applications with low Mach number, Ma ¡ 0.2, incompressibility is a reasonable assumption.The numerical solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations requires special considerations because the time derivative of the density has been eliminated. There are essentially three ideas: vorticity methods, limited to two-dimensional ows; pressure correction methods that solve the momentum conservation equations together with a Poisson-type equation for pressure; and pseudocompressibility (see [11] ).
The pseudo-compressibility method was selected. Following Chorin [6] we will substitute system (1)- (3) by an evolutionary system and, after choosing suitable units, consider the following auxiliary system of equations:
v t + Re uv x + Re vv y = −p y + (v xx + v yy ); (5)
We shall call the artiÿcial density, , the artiÿcial compressibility and (7), the artiÿcial equation of state.
This system is not a purely artiÿcial construction, as can be seen by comparing it with the equations of motion of a compressible uid with a small Mach number. If, as the calculation progresses, the solution of (4)- (7) converges to a steady solution (independent of t), then this solution is also a solution of the incompressible equations and is a disposable parameter.
The equations deÿne an artiÿcial sound speed, C = 1= 1=2 : Relative to that speed the artiÿcial Mach number is Ma = Re=C max(u 2 + v 2 ) 1=2 : Kreiss and Lorenz [12] studied the analytical behaviour of this system as −→ 0. They have shown that there exists a unique C ∞ smooth solution of the linearized viscous incompressible equations, and that it is the limit of the corresponding solutions of the linearization of the pseudo-compressible equations (4)- (7) as −→ 0.
The assumptions are that the data and the coe cients are C ∞ smooth, and 2 periodic in y. The equations are considered under homogeneous initial, and Dirichlet boundary conditions in x, as well as 2 periodic in y. In addition, the initial and boundary conditions have to fulÿl the compatibility conditions at t=0.
The hypothesis of the theorem can be relaxed, and it is possible to permit inhomogeneous conditions if the time derivatives are bounded independently of . The selection process of the initial conditions with these characteristics is called initialisation by the bounded derivative principle.
For the numerical solution of these equations, similar techniques as the above described were applied. There are two parameters, t the time step, and the artiÿcial compressibility, that can be used to accelerate the convergence to the steady state. The method is very sensitive to the selected value for . Following Hirsch [11] , a good choice is the rate of the time scales for the propagation of the pressure and the di usion of the viscosity e ects.
The following experiments were run: • Compressible equations. In order to acquire experience in the use of PIC methods for problems at low pressures, mass ow through a circular tube was computed. The tests cover the lower viscous range. The agreement with published data is better than 10% (Fig. 2) .
• Incompressible equations. Isothermal, one-dimensional ow through a rectangular channel section, driven by a constant pressure gradient was considered. The known steady-state solution is a u velocity that is a quadratic function of the distance to the channel walls, and a zero v velocity. Using as initial conditions, small perturbations of the steady-state solution, it was possible to obtain convergence.
Conclusions
The aim of the present work was to formulate numerical methods that can be used to simulate a range of gas ows at low density, in particular, the so-called transitional ow. This ow regime was modelled using two di erent methods, with as much applicability overlap as possible.
A three-dimensional DSMC computational model has been developed earlier for the molecular and lower transitional ows in geometries with rectangular components and static and moving walls. In addition to an analysis and implementation of the adsorption in the probabilistic simulation, two di erent procedures for the intermolecular collisions have been compared. This model was tested under di erent ow conditions, from highly molecular to lower transitional, with results that compare very well with experimental data. It has also been used in industry for the design of molecular pumps. A deterministic model was designed, based on the Navier-Stokes equations, to deal with the lower viscous and the transitional ow regimes. To solve the equations, particle methods were used. The numerical instabilities were treated using implicit di erence schemes. The results indicate the viability of the method at least in the lower viscous range.
Nevertheless, to improve the accuracy of the numerical results, the transmission of information between the grids has to be reÿned through the use of higher order interpolation methods. A more thorough analysis of the numerical properties of the algorithm, in particular of the dispersion, is needed to ÿnd an explanation for the instabilities.
